This study presents a new method for estimating the physical distance between two locations using Wi-Fi signals from APs observed by Wi-Fi signal receivers such as smartphones. We assume that a Wi-Fi signal strength vector is observed at location A and another Wi-Fi signal strength vector is observed at location B. With these two Wi-Fi signal strength vectors, we attempt to estimate the physical distance between locations A and B. In this study, we estimate the physical distance based on supervised machine learning and do not use labeled training data collected in an environment of interest. Note that, because signal propagation is greatly affected by obstacles such as walls, precisely estimating the distance between locations A and B is difficult when there is a wall between locations A and B. Our method first estimates whether or not there is a wall between locations A and B focusing on differences in signal propagation properties between 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz signals, and then estimates the physical distance using a neural network depending on the presence of walls. Because our approach is based on Wi-Fi signal strengths and does not require a site survey in an environment of interest, we believe that various context-aware applications can be easily implemented based on the distance estimation technique such as low-cost indoor navigation, the analysis and discovery of communities and groups, and Wi-Fi geo-fencing. Our experiment revealed that the proposed method achieved an MAE of about 3-4 meters and the performance is almost identical to an environmentdependent method, which is trained on labeled data collected in the same environment.
INTRODUCTION
Because of the recent proliferation of wireless smart devices such as smartphones, Wi-Fi technology is now very popular, with public Wi-Fi access now a common feature in many public areas such as airports, shopping malls, and schools. Because of its prevalence, many ubicomp researchers have dedicated substantial effort to the 130:2 • T. Nakatani et al.
development of context recognition techniques for constructing indoor context-aware services that are based on Wi-Fi access points (APs) and smartphones that can sense Wi-Fi signals from these APs. Many existing ubicomp studies based on Wi-Fi have attempted to estimate the indoor coordinates of a device with a Wi-Fi receiver such as a smartphone. Fingerprinting techniques based on Wi-Fi have usually been employed to measure indoor positions [18] . Fingerprinting requires a training phase in which Wi-Fi signals, i.e., the unique MAC addresses and received signal strengths of the APs, are observed at a number of known coordinates, resulting in a huge installation cost.
In this study, we aim to estimate new context information based on Wi-Fi infrastructure. This study focuses on a new task of estimating the physical distance between two locations by employing the Wi-Fi signals from APs observed at the two locations by Wi-Fi signal receivers without using labeled training data collected in an environment of interest. Assume that a smartphone observes Wi-Fi signal strength vector w A at location A and Wi-Fi signal strength vector w B at location B. With w A and w B , we attempt to estimate the physical distance between locations A and B (e.g., in meters) using machine learning techniques. This study attempts to estimate the distance between two locations in a target environment using labeled training data collected in other environments. While we can calculate the physical distance between these two locations using the results of existing Wi-Fi-based indoor positioning methods, which require labeled training data collected in a target environment, i.e., calculations of the physical distance between the estimated coordinates of the two locations, our approach enables us to estimate the physical distance without using labeled training data prepared for the target environment. Therefore, the distance estimation method enables us to use distance-based contextaware applications in any indoor environments where labeled training data are unavailable. (Almost all indoor environments do not have labeled training data for context-aware applications, e.g., Wi-Fi fingerprint database.) We believe that this new task can contribute to establishing a basic technology for developing easy-to-install context-aware applications as well as enhancing the ubicomp community through the development of accurate distance estimation methods.
Various real-world applications can be developed using the estimated physical distances as follows.
• Indoor navigation: The physical distance estimated by our method can be employed for short-range simple indoor navigation. When the Wi-Fi signal vector observed at the destination of a user of the navigation service is given in advance, we can estimate the physical distance between the destination and the user and provide the estimated distance information to the user. Because the existing indoor positioning methods employ Wi-Fi fingerprints collected at many reference points in advance [7, 18, 31] to locate the user, the costs involved in installing indoor positioning systems are huge. In contrast, because our method estimates the physical distance between two locations solely using Wi-Fi signal vectors observed at the locations, the installation costs involved in collecting training data in each environment of interest are low, i.e., just collecting Wi-Fi signal vectors at important locations such as restaurants. This idea can also be used to find friends or missing wireless devices in the same building.
• Trilateration-based indoor positioning: Assume that Wi-Fi fingerprints are sparsely collected at some important locations in an environment of interest in advance. Based on the estimated distances between the locations and a location of a smartphone user, we can estimate the location of the user based on trilateration. This permits us to install indoor positioning with low costs.
• Analysis and discovery of communities and groups: Many ubicomp studies detect groups using proximity sensors such as RFID, infrared, and Bluetooth [4, 16, 28] to analyze social relationships between the group members and recognize group activities [6, 9] . However, these methods require users to possess RFID or infrared tags or to turn on the Bluetooth modules in smartphones. In contrast, our approach permits us to provide distance information between users solely using the Wi-Fi modules in smartphones, and we believe that our approach enables a fine-grained understanding of the social relationship between users based on the estimated distance.
• Wi-Fi geo-fencing: We can change services provided to a smartphone user according to the distance between a certain location and the user. For example, we can deliver ads related to a restaurant in an underground mall to users who approach the restaurant. In addition, we can deliver information or services to a user via displays or appliances close to the user [15, 21, 22] .
However, precisely estimating the distance between two indoor locations is not easy because obstacles, e.g., walls existing in the indoor environment of interest, significantly alter signal propagations. Therefore, Wi-Fi signals observed at the two locations when there is no wall between the two locations are different from those observed when there is a wall between the two locations even if the distances between the locations in the two situations are identical. To solve this problem, we first estimate whether or not there are walls between the two locations, i.e., calculate the probability with which there are walls between the two locations, by using a neural network prepared for wall detection. Our idea is to focus on a widely used dual-band 2.4 and 5 GHz Wi-Fi AP and harness the difference in the signal characteristics to obtain information about obstacles. Because 5 GHz signals greatly attenuate due to a wall, the received signal strengths observed at the two locations greatly differ when there is a wall between the two locations. In contrast, because 2.4 GHz signals can penetrate obstacles, we compare 5 and 2.4 GHz signals from a dual-band AP to estimate the presence of walls between the two locations. In addition, we prepare a neural network that estimates the distance between the two locations depending on the presence of walls, i.e., a situation where there are walls between the two locations or a situation where there is no wall. More specifically, we estimate the distance between two locations when we suppose that there are walls between the two locations and the distance between two locations when we suppose that there are no walls between the two locations. We then fuse the two estimates based on the probability output by the neural network for wall detection. Because conditions of walls such as the density of walls and materials of walls, which affect signal propagation, differ from environment to environment (and from situation to situation), we utilize the output probability as information that describes the condition of walls between the two locations. For example, when a wall between the two locations is thin, the output probability can have a small value about 0.5. In contrast, when the wall is thick, the output probability can have a large value about 1.0. By employing the output probability, we achieve obstacle-aware distance estimation.
To the best of our knowledge, no work has reported the estimation of physical distance between two locations employing the Wi-Fi signal vectors observed at two locations without using labeled data collected in an environment of interest. Note that several ubicomp studies attempting to cluster a large number of Wi-Fi signal vectors define the distance between Wi-Fi signal vectors (hereafter called Wi-Fi distance) using widely used distance metrics such as the Euclidean distance and mean absolute error (MAE) [11, 20, 29] . For example, in [29] , the authors compute the MAE between two Wi-Fi signal vectors using signals from all the APs observed while replacing all missing values by the constant -100 dBm. However, the appropriateness of the existing distance metrics for physical distance estimation has not yet been investigated.
The contributions of this study are as follows. 1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that proposes the task of estimating the physical distance between two locations employing the Wi-Fi signal vectors observed at these locations without using labeled training data collected in an environment of interest. 2) To achieve obstacle-aware distance estimation, we design a two-tier distance estimation model. Our method first estimates whether or not there are walls between two locations and then estimates the distance using a neural network taking into account the presence of walls. 3) We evaluated the proposed method using data collected in five actual environments. The proposed method achieved an MAE of about 3-4 m, which is almost identical to an environment-dependent method, which is trained on labeled data collected in the same environment. In addition, the error distance of our method is about 3 m when the actual physical distance between the two locations is smaller than 20 m.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Unsupervised Wi-Fi Indoor Positioning
In pattern recognition studies, clustering methods are usually used to achieve unsupervised pattern discovery. In clustering methods, the distance between two instances (vectors) is defined. Tachikawa et al. [29] use the MAE between two Wi-Fi vectors to cluster the Wi-Fi vectors collected in an environment of interest. Assume that the Wi-Fi distance between scan w A and scan w B is computed. In the study, the Wi-Fi distance between w A and w B is computed by
where A is a set of APs that are included in w A or w B , and w A (a n ) is the signal strength from AP a n that is included in w A . Therefore, w A is described as follows.
Maekawa et al. [20] also use the MAE between two Wi-Fi vectors to detect a user's revisit to a particular place. Jiang et al. [11] cluster Wi-Fi vectors collected in a user's daily life to obtain a Wi-Fi fingerprint for each room with the help of accelerometers. To define the Wi-Fi distance between two Wi-Fi vectors, the authors employ the Tanimoto distance. However, these studies do not estimate the physical distance between locations using Wi-Fi vectors observed at the locations.
Distance Estimation Using Radio Signals
Trilateration-based indoor positioning methods harness the estimated physical distance between a signal transmitter and a receiver, e.g., a Bluetooth beacon and smartphone [32, 36] . In addition, Taniuchi et al. [30] estimate the distance between a Bluetooth beacon and a receiver to correct the estimated Wi-Fi positions by fingerprinting. Because the Bluetooth signal (and Wi-Fi signal) wave is a type of electromagnetic wave, we can make use of the traditional electromagnetic wave attenuation to consider the attenuation of the Bluetooth signal. In ideal space, the energy loss of the electromagnetic wave is calculated according to the following formula.
where d is the transmission distance (in meters) and λ is the length of the electromagnetic wave. Therefore, λ = c f , where c is the speed of the light and f is the frequency of the signal. For 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi or Bluetooth signals, λ is 0.125 m. Using the above equations, we can obtain a method for calculating the transmission distance from the received signal strength (RSSI) in dBm as follows.
where w(a n ) represents the signal strength from AP a n observed by a signal receiver such as a smartphone.
Several studies harness fine-grained signal information to estimate the distance between a Wi-Fi AP and receiver [34, 35] for accurate indoor positioning. Wu et al. [35] aggregate channel state information (CSI) data into one single value that reflects the estimated distance between a Wi-Fi AP and receiver for fingerprint-based indoor positioning. However, advanced Wi-Fi network interface cards (NIC) such as Intel 5300 Wi-Fi NIC and modified NIC driver installed in an Ubuntu client PC are required to obtain CSI data. In addition, wireless connection between an AP and a signal receiver should be established to obtain CSI data. However, an assumption that a smartphone can access sufficient numbers of APs in a public environment is not practical. In contrast, RSSI can be obtained without establishing the wireless connection.
The above studies estimate the physical distance between a signal transmitter and a receiver. In contrast, our goal is to estimate the physical distance between two signal receivers, e.g., smartphones, based on RSSI.
Several studies estimate the relative distances between pairs of devices using radio signals [33] . For example, Varshavsky et al. [33] estimate the relative distances between pairs of mobile phones using GSM signatures by computing the Spearman coefficient between them. In addition, many studies find wireless devices that are physically nearby using Wi-Fi signals [3, 13, 14, 17, 25] . In contrast, our study attempts to estimate the finegrained absolute distances using Wi-Fi signals based on machine learning techniques.
Easy-to-install Indoor Context Recognition Systems Using RF Techniques
This study attempts to achieve easy-to-install indoor context recognition systems using distance information. Here, we describe other easy-to-install indoor context recognition methods based on RF techniques. Ding et al. [5] proposed a device-free passive method to detect the action of an arm reaching for an object with a passive RFID tag by analyzing the backscatter communication signals from the tag. Ohara et al. [24] proposed an open/close event detection method for indoor objects such as doors and windows using Wi-Fi CSI. This method does not require distributed sensors to be attached to each indoor object. Shi et al. [26] proposed a device-free passive method for recognizing the indoor situations "empty room, " "opened door, " and "walking person" using FM-radio signal receivers. Ohara et al. [23] employed model transfer techniques to achieve an easy-to-install Wi-Fi based device-free passive indoor positioning, making use of positioning models trained in other environments.
INVESTIGATIONS FOR OBSTACLE-AWARE DISTANCE ESTIMATION 3.1 Signal Attenuation Property
Signals from an AP attenuate with distance from the AP as well as when obstacles exist between the AP and a signal receiver. When we employ received signal strengths to estimate the physical distance, we should take into account the presence of obstacles. Here, we investigate the signal attenuation properties of 2.4 and 5 GHz Wi-Fi signals. Fig. 1 shows a histogram of the 2.4 and 5 GHz signal strengths from a dual-band Wi-Fi AP when there is no wall between the AP and a signal receiver (a Google Galaxy Nexus smartphone). We collected the signals for 1 min with a sampling rate of about 2 Hz. The distance between the AP and receiver was 8 m. In contrast, Fig. 2 shows a histogram of 2.4 and 5 GHz signal strengths from a dual-band Wi-Fi AP when there is a wall between the AP and a signal receiver (smartphone). The distance between the AP and the receiver is also 8 m. Because a 2.4 GHz signal is insusceptible to walls and objects, the strength of the 2.4 GHz signal when there is no obstacle is not very different from that of 2.4 GHz signal when there is an obstacle. In contrast, the 5 GHz signals were greatly affected by the wall between the AP and the receiver.
To achieve obstacle-aware distance estimation, we need to obtain information about obstacles from AP signals. Based on the above experiment, we focus on a widely used dual-band 2.4 and 5 GHz Wi-Fi AP and harness the difference in the signal characteristics to obtain information about obstacles. Fig. 3 shows the transitions in signal strengths (the average of about 80 scans) of 2.4 and 5 GHz signals from the dual-band AP when there is either a wall or no wall between the AP and the smartphone and the physical distance between the AP and the smartphone is varied. These results indicate that the difference in signal strengths between the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals when there is no wall is smaller than when there is a wall even when we change the distance between the AP and the smartphone.
Here, we consider detection of the presence of an obstacle (wall) between a dual-band AP and a receiver, which can help design an obstacle-aware physical distance estimation method. (Note that the goal of this study is to detect obstacles between two locations in order to accurately estimate the distance between them.) We assume a simple neural network consisting of an input layer, two hidden densely connected layers consisting of 32 nodes using a sigmoid activation function, and an output softmax layer for binary classification, i.e., the "no-wall" versus "wall" classes. The difference in signal strength between the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals as well as their strengths are fed into the network after normalization.
To perform a preliminary evaluation of the network, we collected 2.4 and 5 GHz signals from a dual-band Wi-Fi AP using a Google Galaxy Nexus smartphone in three different environments (a laboratory, conference room, and house). We first collected data when there were no obstacles between the AP and the smartphone by varying the distance between the AP and the smartphone (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 m) in the three environments. signals from the AP. We compute the average Wi-Fi vector over the 40 vectors, and the average vector was used to compute inputs of the neural network. We then collected data when there was a wall between the AP and the smartphone while varying the distance between the AP and the smartphone (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 m) in the three environments.
To evaluate the network, we conducted a leave-one-environment-out cross validation, where data collected in one environment are used as test data and data collected in the remaining environments are used to train the network. We trained the network employing backpropagation based on Adam [12] to minimize the binary cross entropy between a distribution of ground truth and that of estimations by the output layer. Table 1 shows the results of the classification performance, and the classification accuracy is very high. As the results show, our simple network is able to detect the presence of a wall using signals from a dual-band AP. While our goal is not to detect a wall between an AP and a smartphone, we confirm that we can obtain information about an obstacle between a receiver and a dual-band AP using the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals from the AP, and we can harness this idea to design a neural network for obstacle detection that detects obstacles between two locations.
Existing Distance Metrics
Several supervised/unsupervised indoor positioning studies have used existing distance metrics to compute Wi-Fi distances. However, the computed Wi-Fi distance between two locations is greatly affected by obstacles existing between the two locations. We collected Wi-Fi signal information in a building of our university (51 locations) using a Google Galaxy Nexus smartphone to investigate the relationship between the physical distance between two locations and the Wi-Fi distance between Wi-Fi vectors collected at these locations. Here, we calculate the Wi-Fi distance between w A and w B based on the following widely used distance metrics.
• Mean absolute error (MAE):
Note that A is a set of APs included in w A and w B . between the Wi-Fi distances and physical distances when there is no wall (blue dots) is different from that when there are walls (red dots). These results indicate that we need to construct a distance estimation architecture that changes its behavior according to the presence of wall.
Usefulness of APs: Signal Strength
Many of the existing unsupervised/supervised indoor positioning studies compute the Wi-Fi distances employing signals from all the observed APs. Here we investigate useful APs for computing the Wi-Fi distances to precisely estimate physical distances. When an AP is located very far from both locations A and B, the received signal strength values are very weak. Signal strength values obtained from such APs provide no information about the distance between these locations. As shown in Fig. 6 , when the distance between a receiver and transmitter is long, e.g., 15-20 m, the received signal strength does not change a lot even if the distance changes. Here we filter out such APs when we compute distance metrics. Figs. 7-8 show the relationship between the physical distance and Wi-Fi distance when we filter out APs whose signal strengths observed at locations A and B are both smaller than -80 dBm. Removing weak APs from Wi-Fi distance computation increases the correlation coefficient (from 0.652 and 0.701 for the MAE and MSE, respectively). In other words, APs with strong signals can be useful for estimating the physical distances.
Usefulness of APs: Geometric Investigation
Because weak Wi-Fi signals are unstable, several Wi-Fi-based indoor positioning studies employ only strong Wi-Fi signals to locate a signal receiver [8] . Here, we discuss the usefulness of APs for estimating the distance between two locations based on geometric investigation. Assume that there is an AP (AP a n ) in an environment of interest and a smartphone receives signals from the AP at two different locations (locations A and B) as shown in Fig. 9 (a). In addition, assume that the signal strengths observed at locations A and B are w A (a n ) and w B (a n ), respectively.
The goal of this study is to estimate the distance between locations A and B, i.e., d in Fig. 9 , accurately. Even when we can estimate the distance between the AP and the location (d A for location A and d B for location B in Fig. 9 ) from w A (a n ) or w B (a n ), it is impossible to uniquely determine the distance between locations A and B. However, we can estimate range of possible value of d from d A and d B . Because our goal is to estimate d accurately, we want to use an AP with a small range of possible values. Fig. 9 (b) shows an extreme case where d takes its maximum possible value. Because location A, the AP, and location B are aligned in this order, the 
where d max is the maximum possible value of d, d A is the distance between the AP and location A, and d B is the distance between the AP and location B. In contrast, Fig. 9 (c) shows situations where d takes its minimum possible value, which is described as follows.
where d min is the minimum possible value of d. Using Equations 5 and 6, the range of possible value of d, i.e., d max − d min , is described as follows. 1
As mentioned above, we want to use an AP that yields a small range of possible value of d, i.e., small
That is, we select an AP that yields small min(d A , d B ). According to Equation 4 , the above selection criterion is translated to the criterion: "select an AP with a large max(w A (a n ), w B (a n )). " Figure 10 shows an overview of the procedures of distance estimation. We assume that two Wi-Fi vectors w A and w B collected at different two locations (locations A and B) are given. Each vector consists of signal strengths in dBm from APs that are observed at locations A and B. Note that to alleviate the effects of fluctuations of received signal strengths, we use a Wi-Fi vector averaged over n avд scans collected at the same location as w A (or w B ). Our goal is to estimate the physical distance between the two locations using the vectors. We first construct two sets of APs from all the observed APs: 1) a set for the 2.4 GHz APs and 2) a set for dual-band APs. We then extract features from signal strength information from the APs and, the computed features are fed into a neural network that estimates whether or not there are walls between locations A and B. More specifically, we compute the probability with which there are walls between locations A and B. In addition, we prepare a neural network for distance estimation that outputs estimates depending on the presence of walls. With this neural network, we estimate the distance between the two locations for each situation, i.e., a situation where there are walls between the two locations and another situation where there are no walls. We then fuse the two estimates based on the probability output by the neural network for wall detection.
METHOD 4.1 Overview
To detect obstacles between two locations, information about the difference in signal strengths between the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals is fed into the neural network for wall detection because the signal attenuation properties of the 2.4 and 5 GHz Wi-Fi signals are different, as mentioned in Section 3.1. To estimate the distance between the two locations taking into account the presence of obstacles between them, information about the Wi-Fi distances, signal strengths of the APs, and presence of obstacles between the two locations are fed into the neural network for distance estimation. As mentioned in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the Wi-Fi distances and signal strengths are useful for estimating physical distances.
Grouping APs
We first construct two sets of APs from all the observed APs: 1) a set for the 2.4 GHz APs and 2) a set for APs that provide both 2.4 and 5 GHz networks, i.e., dual-band APs. The set for dual-band APs is a subset of the set for 2.4 GHz APs. We prepare the set for 2.4 GHz APs because 2.4 GHz signals are insusceptible to obstacles as mentioned in Section 3.1. We prepare the set for dual-band APs because we can obtain information about obstacles as mentioned in Section 3.1. Note that we can easily find a dual-band AP using the similarity of the BSSID of 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz networks it provides.
Feature Extraction
Here we compute Wi-Fi distances using w A and w B for the 2.4 GHz signals that are fed into the neural networks for wall detection and distance estimation. Specifically, we use the MAE, MSE, Euclidean distance, Minkowski distance, and Chebyshev distance as Wi-Fi distances. Furthermore, we found that computing Wi-Fi distances without using weak APs is effective. Therefore, in addition to the above distances, we also compute the Wi-Fi distances without using APs whose signal strengths observed at the two locations are both smaller than -80 dBm.
Neural Network for Wall Detection
We construct a binary classifier based on a neural network that estimates whether or not there are walls between locations A and B. The following inputs are fed into the network.
• Difference in signal strengths of selected APs: We select k APs according to our AP selection criterion mentioned in Section 3.4. We then construct an input vector consisting of the absolute difference between the signal strengths of each selected AP observed at locations A and B, i.e., |w A (a n ) − w B (a n )|, ordered according to the AP selection criterion because the signal strength difference is a meaningful representation of the difference between two locations. In our implementation, k = 10, which was determined based on our preliminary experiments.
• Difference in 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz signal strengths for selected dual-band APs: We select k d dual-band APs according to our AP selection criterion using the 2.4 GHz signals. According to our findings described in Section 3.1, we first compute the absolute difference between the strengths of the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals from each dual-band AP for each location. We then compute the ratio of the absolute differences. Assume that the absolute difference at location A is larger than that at location B. In this case, we compute the ratio of the absolute difference at location B to that at location A. In our implementation, k d = 3. Because the number of dual-band APs is small, we chose a small value for this parameter.
• Wi-Fi distance: Based on our preliminary investigation, here we use only the MAE for Wi-Fi distance.
• Variance ratio: We use the variance of n avд signal strengths. We find top-10 APs in terms of signal strengths and then compute the variance of n avд signal strengths for each of the 10 APs at each of the two locations. We then compute the variance ratio of the two locations for each AP.
We employ the first and third features because these features contain information about the difference in Wi-Fi signals between two locations. When the Wi-Fi signal differences are very large, it is assumed that there are obstacles between the two locations (that is, in many indoor environments, when the distance between two locations is large, this is because there are some obstacles between them). The second feature contains information about any obstacles existing between the two locations. For example, when the absolute difference between the strengths of the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals from a dual-band AP at location A is small and that of location B is large, it is assumed that there are no obstacles between location A and the AP but that there are obstacles between location B and the AP. Therefore, in many cases, we can also assume that there are obstacles between locations A and B. We construct a feature vector concatenating these feature values, which is fed into the neural network. The number of dimensions of the vector is k
The network is a simple feed-forward network consisting of an input layer, three hidden densely connected layers using an rectified linear units (ReLU) activation function, and an output softmax layer using a sigmoid activation function for binary classification, i.e., the "no-wall" versus "wall" classes. The first, second, and third hidden layers consist of 32, 8, and 8 nodes, respectively. We select this simple architecture because the task, i.e., binary classification, is also simple and the input features directly relate to the presence of obstacles. We train the network to minimize the binary cross entropy between a distribution of the ground truth and that of the estimations by the output layer, employing backpropagation based on Adam [12] , which enables us to automatically adjust the learning rate. In our implementation, ground truth for "wall" and "no-wall" instances corresponds to '1' and '0, ' respectively. Furthermore, to reduce overfitting, we employ dropout, which is a simple regularization technique where randomly selected nodes (neurons) are ignored during training [27] . Because we assume that floorplans of training environment are given, ground-truth of the training data can be obtained from the floorplans. Note that we assume that a floorplan of a test environment is not given.
Here, although Wi-Fi signal propagation is affected by the characteristics of the obstacles, such as their materials and thicknesses, we do not consider the types of obstacles when we train the neural network for wall detection (and the network for distance estimation). This is because it was impractical to prepare information about the types of obstacles in each training environment. However, when we estimate the distance between two locations, we should consider the types of obstacles that may be between them. We cope with this problem using the output of the neural network for wall detection. When the obstacle is thin or made of wood, which has little effect on signal propagation, the output of the neural network will have a small value (0-0.5). In contrast, when the obstacle is made of a material that strongly affects signal propagation, the output of the neural network will have a large value. This output is then used to estimate the distance.
Neural Network for Distance Estimation
We prepare a neural network for distance estimation. Fig. 11 shows the structure of the network. With this network, we attempt to fuse existing Wi-Fi distances and simple signal strength information to learn meaningful representations for physical distance estimation. The network also outputs the distance taking into account the presence of walls. The following information is fed into the network.
• Wi-Fi distances computed in the feature extraction procedure: We use the MAE, MSE, Euclidean distance, Minkowski distance, and Chebyshev distance. According to our investigation, we also compute these WiFi distances when we filter out APs whose signal strengths observed at locations A and B are both smaller than -80 dBm. • Presence of walls: When there are no walls between the two locations, '0' is used for this feature. Otherwise, '1' is used. In the training phase, we use ground truth information obtained from floorplans of the training environments.
• Difference in signal strengths of selected 2.4 GHz APs: We select k APs according to our AP selection criterion mentioned in Section 3.4. We then construct an input vector consisting of the absolute difference between the signal strengths of each selected AP observed at locations A and B, i.e., |w A (a n ) − w B (a n )|, ordered according to the AP selection criterion because the signal strength difference is a meaningful representation of the difference between two locations. In the example shown in Fig. 11 , a vector is constructed by concatenating the signal difference for AP6, strength difference for AP2 and so on. This vector is fed into the input layer after standardization. Note that "diff" in Fig. 11 indicates the absolute difference between signal strengths observed at locations A and B. In our implementation, k = 30.
• Difference in signal strengths of selected dual-band APs: We select k d dual-band APs according to our AP selection criterion using the 2.4 GHz signals. According to our findings described in Section 3.1, the absolute difference between the strengths of the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals from each dual-band AP for each location are fed into the input layer because this provides information about obstacles existing between the dual-band AP and the receiver. Note that "loc A diff" in Fig. 11 indicates the absolute difference between the strengths of the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals from the dual-band AP observed at location A. In our implementation, k d = 3, which is determined based on our preliminary experiment. As above, we utilize Wi-Fi information observed at locations A and B as well as information about the presence of walls.
The network mainly consists of two sub-networks. The first sub-network is designed to deal with Wi-Fi distances and information about the presence of walls (left portion of Fig. 11) , and is composed of two hidden densely connected layers consisting of 16 nodes using a ReLU activation function. Because the Wi-Fi distances and information about the presence of walls are high-level concepts, these features are fed into a simple feedforward sub-network. In particular, the Wi-Fi distances directly relate to the physical distance, as mentioned in Section 3.2. The feature vector fed into the sub-network is constructed by concatenating these features. The number of dimensions of the vector is 11 (5×2+1). The second sub-network is designed to deal with information about differences in signal strengths (right portion of Fig. 11 ). Because the input features of the sub-network are low-level information, we employ convolutional layers to extract high-level information related to the physical distance. The second sub-network also consists of two sub-networks. The first one employs signals from k 2.4 GHz APs selected according to our AP selection criterion mentioned in Section 3.4. The structure consists of two convolutional layers wherein the first convolutional layer is formed by convolution of 16 unique 1 × 3 filters (kernels) with stride 1, and the second layer is formed by convolution of 8 unique 1 × 3 filters (kernels) with stride 1. With this structure, we extract high-level abstracted features convolving low-level information, i.e., |w A (a n ) − w B (a n )|. Because existing Wi-Fi distances such as the MAE are also computed based on low-level information, i.e., the average of |w A (a n ) − w B (a n )|, we attempt to obtain a high-level concept that is similar to the existing Wi-Fi distances by convolving this information. An input feature vector is constructed by simply concatenating the absolute signal strength differences, i.e., |w A (a n ) − w B (a n )|, and the number of dimensions is k. The second one employs signals from k d dual-band APs selected according to our AP selection criterion using 2.4 GHz signals. The structure consists of two convolutional layers wherein the first convolutional layer is formed by a convolution of 16 unique 1 × 2 filters with stride 2, which permits us to extract features by convolving the signal information from each dual-band AP observed at both locations. The second convolutional layer is formed by a convolution of 8 unique 1 × 2 filters with stride 1. Similar to the network for wall detection, the first convolutional layer extracts information related to the presence of obstacles using signals from a dual-band AP. The second convolutional layer then outputs aggregated information related to the presence of obstacles. Using these features, we attempt to achieve obstacle-aware distance estimation. An input feature vector is constructed by concatenating the absolute difference between the strengths of the 2.4 and 5 GHz signals from each AP at the two locations. The number of dimensions of the vector is k d × 2.
The extracted features from these sub-networks are merged and then fed into densely connected layers with a ReLU activation function. The extracted features contain information about the signal differences between the two locations and the presence of obstacles, enabling obstacle-aware distance estimation. The output layer of the network finally outputs an estimated physical distance.
We train the network to minimize the mean squared error between a distribution of the ground truth and that of the estimations by the output layer, employing backpropagation based on Adam [12] . Furthermore, to reduce overfitting, we employ dropout [27] .
Fusing Estimates
The network for wall detection outputs probability p w with which there are obstacles between locations A and B. With the neural network for distance estimation, we estimate the distance between the two locations when we suppose that there are walls between the two locations, i.e., a feature value related to the presence of walls is set to be '1. ' In addition, we estimate the distance between the two locations when we suppose that there are no walls, i.e., a feature value related to the presence of walls is set to be '0. ' We then fuse the two estimates based on the weighted average using p w . Note that the thickness of walls and materials of walls differ depending on environments (and situations). When walls between the two locations are thin, for example, p w is assumed to have a small value. In contrast, when there are many walls between the two locations or the walls are thick, p w is assumed to have a large value. Therefore, we believe that computing the weighted average using p w can cope 130:14 • T. Nakatani et al. with the heterogeneity of the wall conditions. The final estimated physical distance is calculated as follows.
whered nowall andd wall are estimates of the neural network when we assume the wall and no-wall situations, respectively. As shown in the above equation, when p w is large,d has a value close tod wall .
EVALUATION 5.1 Data Set
The Wi-Fi signal data used in this study were collected from five different buildings in our university, and Fig. 12 shows floorplans of the environments. This figure also shows the locations where we collected the Wi-Fi signal data. Environment A mainly consists of lecture rooms with few people in the environment. Environment B consists of a graduate school office and lecture rooms. About twenty office workers work in the office. Environment C consists of a server room and lecture rooms, and 30 server racks are placed in the server room. Therefore, this environment includes many metal materials. Environment D is the entrance of an office for student assistance and a cafeteria, and the environment was somewhat crowded with students. Environment E is an exhibition hall about the history of our university. The above descriptions show that we collected data in diverse environments. Table 2 summarizes our experimental environments. The "# locations" column shows the number of locations for which we collected Wi-Fi scan data in each environment. The "# 2.4 GHz AP" column shows the number of 2.4 GHz APs observed in each environment. The "avg # of 2.4 GHz AP in scan" column shows the average number of 2.4 GHz AP signals included in each scan. The "max distance [m]" column shows the maximum distance between two locations where Wi-Fi data were observed in each environment. The "min distance [m]" column shows the minimum distance between two locations in each environment. The "avg distance [m]" column shows the average distance between two locations in each environment. As shown in the table, the radio conditions of these environments are diverse. In addition, Table 3 shows the distribution of Wi-Fi AP vendors in each environment obtained from the MAC addresses of the APs in the environments. As shown in the table, the Wi-Fi APs of various vendors were installed in the tested environments. We collected one minute of signal data at each location in the tested environments using the Google Galaxy Nexus (Samsung), Nexus 6P (Huawei), and Nexus 7 (ASUS) smartphones at about a 2 Hz Wi-Fi sampling rate 2 . The averaged strength on the one minute data was used. We computed the distance between each pair of two locations using the manually recorded coordinates of the two locations, and this is used as the ground truth. Fig.  13 shows the distribution of the actual physical distances for our data collected in environment A. As shown in the graph, the data are greatly imbalanced and the number of instances with small physical distances is much larger than that for large physical distances. Because a neural network is trained to minimize errors on the training data, a network trained on the imbalanced data can only output small distances. To cope with this issue, we use random undersampling to balance the data. To perform undersampling when the independent variable is continuous, we first discretize the variable in the range of [0, ∞) using intervals of width 5, with the lowest interval being [0, 5) and the highest interval being [20, ∞) . For example, a variable with a value of 4 will be assigned to the interval [0, 5). We then treat the variable as a discrete variable, with each interval representing a single class in the undersampling. The "# instances (after undersampling)" column in Table 2 shows the number of instances in each environment after the undersampling. In addition, we ignore a pair of locations where the number of APs observed at the both two locations and their signal strengths were larger than -85 dBm was less than four because even trilateration-based Wi-Fi positioning requires at least three APs with known coordinates. 
Evaluation Methodology
We conducted our evaluation using a "leave-one-environment-out" cross validation, where sensor data from one environment are used as test data and sensor data from the remaining environments are used to train a regression model for physical distance estimation. To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we prepared the following methods.
• Naive: This method simply estimates the physical distance using the average distance for training data.
• SVR: This method employs support vector regression (SVR) [2] to estimate the distance. The computed Wi-Fi distances are fed into the method as features. In contrast, the proposed method attempts to learn meaningful features from signal difference information using convolution layers.
• DNN: This method estimates the distance by employing a simple feed-forward network consisting of an input layer, three hidden densely connected layers consisting of 16 nodes using a ReLU activation function, and an output layer. Inputs to the network are almost identical to those of the neural network for distance estimation in the proposed method. Since this method does not contain a neural network for wall detection, a feature indicating the presence of walls is not available in this method.
• Proposed: This is the proposed method.
Here we evaluate these methods using a device-dependent approach, where the distance estimation model is trained on data collected from a device and the trained model is then tested using the same device. We use the MAE between the predictions and ground truth to evaluate the above methods. Moreover, we use the MAE within 20 meters, i.e., calculating the MAE using only pairs of locations whose actual distances are smaller than 20 meters. We also investigate the statistical significance of the results for each environment using a two-tailed ttest with p < 0.05. Table 4 shows our experimental parameters. We selected parameters based on our preliminary experiments. Table 5 shows the results for the four methods, the average MAEs show the macro-averages for the five environments. As for the results of the Galaxy Nexus, the average MAE of Naive was larger than 5.4 meters and this result can be considered as the worst case. (The MAEs of Naive are different from device to device because we ignore a pair of locations where the number of APs observed at the both two locations and their signal strengths were larger than -85 dBm was less than four.) In contrast, the other methods substantially outperformed Naive and achieved distance errors smaller than about 5 meters in many cases. SVR relies on handcrafted Wi-Fi distances usually used in the prior studies. In contrast, DNN and Proposed employ feature learning approaches, i.e., learning meaningful features from simple signal information (differences in signal strengths). However, as shown in Table 5 , the performance of DNN is similar to that of SVR, indicating that precisely estimating the physical distance using a simple feed forward network is difficult. Proposed greatly outperformed DNN and the other methods while Proposed requires ground truth information regarding to the presence of walls to train the neural network for wall detection. (Note that Proposed does not require the ground truth information in test environments.) Proposed reduced the MAE@20m (the MAE within 20 meters) by about 15% from that of DNN when we used the Galaxy Nexus. As for the Nexus 7 and Nexus 6P, Proposed also achieved the best results. Even when the actual distance between locations A and B is larger than 20 meters, Proposed achieved relatively small errors. When the actual distance is large, estimating the distance just using radio signals is extremely difficult. In this case, signal strengths from an AP observed at the distant two places should be weak. Therefore, acquiring precise distance information from weak Wi-Fi signals is difficult as shown in Fig. 6 . Table 5 also shows the MAEs for Proposed in the five environments. The proposed method outperformed the other methods with statistical significance in many of the environments. The distance errors for environment A were somewhat larger than those for the other environments. This is because environment A is larger than the other environments and the average distance between two points in the environment is also large, as shown Table 2 . Therefore, the amount of training data points with long distances when environment A is tested is small. Figure 14 shows the relationship between the actual physical distance and distance error in environment A when we used the Galaxy Nexus. For example, the average distance error for data points (test instances) whose ground truth physical distances fall in the range [0, 5] m is 3.97 m. Figs. 15-18 also show the results of environments B, C, D, and E. We believe that the distance errors were surprisingly small when ground truth distance is shorter than 20 m because we solely used fluctuating Wi-Fi RSSI collected in other environments as training data. However, the distance errors for test instances with long ground truth distances in environments A and E were large. Because the Wi-Fi radio wave range is shorter than about 60 m in indoor environments even when there are no obstacles, it is difficult to find signals from a sufficient number of APs observed at both two locations with long distances. This is the limitation of the distance estimation method using Wi-Fi signals. However, Proposed achieved the error distance of about 3 m when the actual physical distance between the two locations is smaller than 20 m. 12.87 Fig. 18 . Relationship between the actual physical distance and distance error for Proposed in environment E using Galaxy Nexus Table 6 . Wall detection performance (F-measure) of the neural network for wall detection. The accuracies for environments A, B, and C were high for all the devices. Many walls in environments D and E are thin. 
Results: Distance Estimation Performance

Results: Wall Detection Performance
We employ the neural network for wall detection to calculate the probability with which there are walls between locations A and B, which is used to fuse estimates of the neural network for distance estimation. Table 6 shows the wall detection performance of the network. As shown in the results, the accuracies for environments D and E seem to be poor. This could be because walls in these environments are thin. However, Proposed achieved small distance errors in these environments. When it is difficult to estimate the presence of walls, an output by the neural network for wall detection will have a small value, e.g., a value about 0.5. In such cases, the estimated distance will be the average of the two estimates for the no-wall and wall situations. Therefore, in the environments with thin walls, our approach that takes the average of the estimated distances for the no-wall and wall situations works well. As mentioned in the previous section, the conditions of obstacles differ from environment to environment, e.g., thin walls, thick walls, metal materials, and wood walls. In our method, an estimate of the neural network for wall detection works as an indicator representing the thickness of obstacles in terms of signal penetration between the two locations, which depend on environments (and situations).
Additional Investigation
Device Heterogeneity.
In the above evaluations, both training and testing Wi-Fi data were collected by the same device, i.e., this is a device-dependent approach. However, when distance estimation is performed using signals from a different device, the distance estimation accuracy will degrade because of device heterogeneity. Fig. 19 shows the relationship between signal strengths collected by a Google Galaxy Nexus and a Google Nexus 7 (2013) at the same location. The graph includes about 7000 data points collected in five environments. Even though the signals were collected at the same location, the signal strengths of these two devices are different, and the MAE is 10.5 dBm. To cope with this issue, in the similar way as [19] , we prepare a neural network that converts signal strength collected by a test device into estimated signal strength collected by the device used to collect training data. For instance, when a user has a Google Nexus 7 smartphone and the training data for the physical distance estimation were collected by Google Galaxy Nexus smartphones, we use a neural network that converts the signal strength obtained by a Nexus 7 to that obtained by Galaxy Nexus. By doing so, we can reuse a neural network for distance estimation trained on another device, which requires substantial training data in general. The converted signal strengths are then fed into our method for physical distance estimation. The network consists of an input layer, one hidden densely connected layer consisting of 32 nodes using a ReLU activation function, and an output layer that outputs the estimated signal strength. The network is trained employing backpropagation based on Adam [12] to minimize the MSE between the distribution of the ground truth and that of the output layer estimations. We performed a preliminary investigation of the network for converting signal strengths in this setting using the data collected in the five environments with a leave-oneenvironment-out cross validation. The MAE of the estimations of the neural network is 3.58 dBm, and hence we could greatly reduce the device difference.
To investigate the effect of the device heterogeneity problem on physical distance estimation, we first trained a distance estimation model using data collected by the Google Nexus smartphone (the source device). We then collected test data using five different target devices (the Google Nexus 7, Nexus 6P, Galaxy Note 3, Nexus 5X, and ZenFone 3 Ultra) in environment B. Moreover, we trained the neural network for signal conversion using Wi-Fi data collected by the Galaxy Nexus smartphone and each target device at the same locations. Because our method estimates the physical distance using two Wi-Fi vectors: w A and w B , we investigated the device heterogeneity issue based on two scenarios. In the first scenario, our method for distance estimation was trained using the source device and then w A is observed by the target device and w B was observed by the source device. In the second scenario, our method for distance estimation was trained using the source device and then both w A and w B for testing were observed by the target device. Before the signal strengths observed by the target device are fed into our method for physical distance estimation, the signal strengths are converted using the conversion neural network. Table 7 shows the results of the first scenario, and the table also shows the results when the signal conversion is not performed. By performing the signal conversion, we could reduce the distance error by about 0.66 m on average (4.19 m to 3.53 m). Because the signal receiving sensitivities of the Galaxy Nexus smartphone and target smartphone are different, Proposed, which employs the absolute signal difference, did not work well without signal conversion. The MAE with the signal conversion was almost the same as that when the training and test devices are identical ( Table 5 ). Note that the MAE of the Galaxy Note 3 without the signal conversion was almost the same as that with the signal conversion. This may be because the vendor of the Galaxy Note 3 is identical to that of the Galaxy Nexus. Table 8 shows the results of the second scenario, and the table also shows the results when the signal conversion is not performed. The average distance error when the signal conversion is not performed is not different from that when the signal conversion is performed. The result is not surprising because Proposed uses signal differences as input, which can alleviate the device heterogeneity issue as mentioned in [10] . The MAEs and Table 8 maintained small values, and the MAEs are not very different from the MAEs of Proposed in Table 5 .
Performance in a Crowded
Environment. Here, we investigate the performance of the proposed distance estimation method in a crowded environment. We collected Wi-Fi data using the Galaxy Nexus smartphone in a laboratory under both crowded and empty conditions. The size of the environment is 11.0 × 18.4 m, and the numbers of 2.4 GHz and dual-band APs observed in the environment were 29 and 6, respectively. In addition, we collected Wi-Fi scan data in the environment at 34 locations. The environment is divided by walls made of paper honeycomb core and aluminum boards. In the crowded condition, there were 23 students in the environment. Therefore, the density of people in this environment was much higher than the densities in the other tested environments. In the empty condition, there were no other people except for the researcher who collected the data. Fig. 20 shows the relationship of the AP signal strengths observed at the same location from the same AP between the crowded and empty conditions (the average of 1-minute data). As the figure shows, even when we observed signals from the same AP at the same location, the received signal strengths differ depending on the conditions. The mean absolute difference of the signal strengths between the crowded and empty conditions is 2.44 dBm. In addition, because we observed 1-minute signal strengths from the same AP at the same location at a 2 Hz sampling rate, we calculated the variance of the strengths for each AP at each location. The averaged variances under the crowded and empty conditions are 6.34 and 5.05 dBm 2 , respectively. The students in the laboratory clearly caused the observed signal strengths to fluctuate.
We tested Proposed trained on data collected in our five experimental environments using test data collected in the additional laboratory environment. The F-measures for wall detection under the crowded and empty conditions are 0.69 and 0.71, respectively. As the results show, the wall detection performance is not affected by the crowded and empty conditions, even though the signal conditions are substantially different. This may be because the effects on signals by the crowds are much smaller than those by obstacles such as walls. Figure 21 shows the relationship between the actual physical distance and distance error of the proposed method. The average distance errors under the crowded and empty conditions were 3.16 m and 3.12 m, respectively. As the results confirm, the distance errors under the crowded and empty conditions were not much different.
Environment-dependent Distance Estimation.
The above evaluations assumed that training and test data are collected in different environments. Here, we investigate distance estimation when training and test data are collected in the same environment. We tested an environment-dependent neural network employing the Fig. 21 . Relationship between the actual physical distance and distance error for Proposed under the crowded and empty conditions. The distance errors under the two conditions are not very different. data collected in environment B on the day of initial data collection as training data, and the data collected in environment B on an additional data collection day as test data. The MAE for the Galaxy Nexus was 3.48 m and it is assumed to be the lower bound of the distance error of the distance estimation using Wi-Fi. This result indicates that our environment-independent neural network achieved almost the same performance (the MAE of 3.44 m) as the environment-dependent model.
In addition, we investigate the distance error when we use a Wi-Fi positioning method, which requires a fingerprint database, to compute the distance between two locations, i.e., calculating the Euclidean distance between estimated two locations by the positioning method. We assume our state-of-the-art positioning method based on the random forest, which was evaluated in environment B and the average positioning error was 4.11 m, and the simulated MAE for this approach in environment B was 3.09 m, which is 0.35 m smaller than the MAE for Proposed. While Proposed does not require training data collected in the environment of interest, the difference between the MAE of Proposed and that of the approach based on the Wi-Fi fingerprint database is only 0.35 m.
Distance Estimation Using Wi-Fi Vectors
Collected on Different Days. In Section 5.3, we estimated the physical distance using two Wi-Fi vectors collected on the same day. Here, we estimate the physical distance using two Wi-Fi vectors collected on different days. This investigation assumes a situation in which the physical distance between a user and a restaurant is estimated using a Wi-Fi vector collected at the restaurant in advance and a Wi-Fi vector collected by the user's device in real time. We collected additional Wi-Fi data in environment B using the Galaxy Nexus smartphone at 26 locations, as depicted in Fig. 12 . The additional data were collected 77 days after the initial data collection. The day of the initial data collection was sunny and the day of the additional data collection was snowy. Fig. 22 shows the relationship of the AP signal strengths observed at the same location on the first and second data collection days (the average of 1-minute data). The mean absolute difference of the signal strengths between the crowded and empty conditions is 2.85 dBm.
The test data were constructed from pairs of two Wi-Fi vectors collected on different days, and we tested our network, which was trained on data collected in the other environments, with the test data. The F-measure for wall detection was 0.71, which is almost identical to the F-measure when the two vectors were collected on the same day (0.74). The average distance error for the proposed method was 3.65 m, which is slightly worse than the error of the distance when the two vectors were collected on the same day (3.44 m). While the MAE@20m Table 9 . Results of investigation of wall material. We used Galaxy Nexus. The wall detection accuracies for metallic materials are high. In contrast, the detection accuracies for wood and glass materials are low because these materials do not substantially affect signal propagation. remained small (2.94 m), it is also slightly worse than the MAE@20m when two vectors were collected on the same day (2.75 m). This could be because the drastic difference in weather conditions affected the received signal strengths.
Investigation of Wall Material.
Here, we investigate the type of material used to build a wall between two locations. We tested five types of materials, as listed in Table 9 . There were no other obstacles between the locations. The distances between the two locations were about 10 m, and 13 pairs of two locations, i.e., the number of testing instances, were used for each type of material. The neural networks were trained on the data collected in our five experimental environments by the Galaxy Nexus smartphone. The test data were also collected using the Galaxy Nexus smartphone. Table 9 also shows the wall detection accuracy and distance estimation performance.
As shown in the table, the wall detection accuracies for metallic materials were high. This may be because these types of wall drastically affect signal propagation. In particular, the wall detection accuracy for steel board is very high, decreasing the MAE for this condition significantly. The wall detection accuracies for wood materials are poor because these materials do not substantially affect the signal propagation. However, the MAEs for these materials are small because our method assumes that there are no obstacles between two locations. Table 9 also shows the average class probability of the "wall" class for the 13 instances, i.e., the output of the neural network for wall detection. As shown in the table, the neural network for wall detection outputs smaller values for the wood materials than for the metal materials. Similarly, the wall detection accuracy for the glass material is poor because glass also does not substantially affect signal propagation [1] . However, the MAE for the glass walls is larger than the MAEs for the other conditions. This may be because our training data contain few instances related to glass materials.
DISCUSSION 6.1 Limitations
As shown in the above evaluations, the distance errors for test instances with long ground truth distances were large. Because the Wi-Fi radio wave range is short, it is difficult to find signals from a sufficient number of APs observed at both two locations with long distances, resulting in poor distance estimation. Note that, due to the limitation of the Wi-Fi signal propagation distance, the number of instances with long ground truth distances is very few. For example, in environment A, the number of instances whose ground truth distances are longer than 35 m is nine. In addition, in environment E, the number of instances whose ground truth distances are longer than 25 m is two. From the above results, we can say that the distance estimation methods are suitable for applications that employ distance information between two locations with short distance, e.g., shorter than 20 -30 m. As mentioned above, when the distance is very long, the number of APs observed at the both locations is few and their signal strengths are very weak, and thus we cannot precisely estimate the distance because weak signals provide little information about the distance between an AP and the receiver as shown in Fig. 6 .
In such case, we should not use the estimated results in applications. For example, in an application mentioned in the introduction section that provides the distance between a user and his/her destination, the user receives information such as "distance is 30 m or longer. " In an application also mentioned in the introduction section that estimates a user's position using sparse fingerprints based on trilateration, we should use only estimates with short distances for localization. When the actual physical distances are short, their error distances seem to be large compared to the actual physical distances. For example, in environment A, the MAE is 3.97 m when the actual physical distances fall in the range [0, 5] m. This is because the network is tuned for minimizing overall error distances. When we want to use our method only for short distance estimation, the network should be tuned for this purpose, e.g., training the network only on short distance data.
In our experiments, we investigated the performance of the methods in a test environment using training data collected in only four environments, i.e., leave-one-environment-out cross validation. (Note that just collecting data in five environments involved a substantial cost.) However, even when we increase the amount of training data, we believe that the performance of the methods does not change a lot because the distance error for the environment-independent model was almost identical to that for the environment-dependent model, which is assumed to be the lower bound.
Accuracy of Distance Estimation
As shown in the evaluation results, when the ground truth distance is shorter than 20 m, the proposed method has an error of about 3 m. In contrast, when the ground truth distance is larger than 20 m, the distance error will be larger than 5 m. Here, we assume that the proposed method is used for the applications mentioned in the introduction.
In the case of distance-based indoor navigation application, when the actual distance is larger than 20 m, the distance error of the proposed method is much smaller than the actual distance. In addition, the distance error decreases as the application user approaches a destination. Therefore, we believe that the effect of the distance error is limited, and the proposed method provides sufficient performance. However, as mentioned above, when the actual distance is larger than 30 m, we should not directly present an estimated distance to the user. In addition, when the actual distance is short, e.g., shorter than 5 m, we should not directly present an estimated distance because the distance error is sometimes larger than the actual distance. (For example, a message such as "you are close to the destination" is presented to the user instead of the estimated distance.)
Trilateration-based indoor positioning locates a user's device by employing Wi-Fi vectors collected at known coordinates based on estimated distances between the device and the coordinates [30] . Because the error distance directly affects the positioning error, using estimates of long distances, which have large distance errors, significantly deteriorates the positioning accuracy. Therefore, as mentioned above, we should use only estimated distances shorter than 20 m for positioning. By doing so, our method can keep the positioning errors under about 3-4 m.
For the analysis and discovery of communities and groups, it is necessary to detect devices located closer than 1-2 m apart. Because we trained the networks to minimize the overall error distances in our experiment, the error distances for short physical distances are relatively large, making it difficult to apply our method in this case. As mentioned above, it is necessary to train a network that is tailored to this application.
With respect to Wi-Fi geo-fencing, delivering ads to users within about 20 m of the shop that is advertising is practical to prevent a flood of messages. In such cases, we believe that our method would achieve sufficient performance because the error distance within 20 m is only about 3 m.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented the new task of estimating the physical distance between two locations using Wi-Fi data observed at the two locations and investigated the distance estimation performance using the proposed method, which is designed to precisely estimate the distance taking into account obstacles between the two locations. In the experimental evaluation, we confirmed the effectiveness of our method using real data collected in five different environments. Our experimental evaluation revealed that the error distance of our method is about 3 m when the actual physical distance between the two locations is smaller than 20 m. In addition, we confirmed that an environment-independent distance estimation model achieved almost the same accuracy as an environmentdependent model. Therefore, we believe that our method can be used to implement important indoor contextaware applications such as short-range indoor navigation and Wi-Fi geo-fencing. As a part of our future work, we plan to design a new neural network based on recurrent neural networks that enables us to input signal information from arbitrary numbers of APs.
